
How can a company find highly qualified professionals faster, and retain 
them in the long term? Pursuing this question is the core business of 
service provider projekt0708, which supports customers such as Rohde & 
Schwarz, Knorr-Bremse or KfW with SAP-based IT solutions for HR. The 
Munich-based company relies on SuccessFactors® Recruiting. Using 
this software, projekt0708 can make an offer to suitable candidates 
within three days – and hire highly coveted talent long before competitors 
finds them. 

projekt0708: Securing the best  
professionals with SuccessFactors® 
Recruiting
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Matthias Grün, CEO, projekt0708

“ Professionals in our industry can normally choose between the large IT  
 companies and small consultancy firms. Given the strong competition 
 for talent, we only have a chance if we can offer a first-class work  
 environment and if our recruiting is very fast and flexible. All that is  
 possible with SuccessFactors Recruiting.”

Benefits
• Digital application process; no more back- 
 and-forth trails of emails
• Complete overview of application status,  
 anytime and from anywhere
• High degree of flexibility due to mobile use  
 of the solution 
• Online tool can be tailored to target audience 
• More positive external image towards clients  
 and applicants, due to fast and professional   
 recruiting process
• Audience-specific job postings can be created   
 quickly 
• More applications since introducing the solution 

Objectives
• Win the „war for talents“
• Convince qualified talent faster, and hire  
 them faster
• Strengthen the employer brand
• Implement efficient recruiting processes 
 
Why SuccessFactors Recruiting?
• Cloud application with no need for internal  
 maintenance
• Continuously improved with new functions, thanks  
 to automatic updates every three months 
• Solution can be customized and can fulfill all  
 individual requirements
• One provider, different HR solutions: Other modules  
 can be ordered quickly, with no time-consuming  
 implementation 

company
projekt0708 GmbH

Headquarters
Garching, Germany

industry
Professional Services

Products and Services
Recruiting 

employees
21

revenue
EUR 3 million

Web Site
www.projekt0708.com

projekt0708: First offer to a candidate in just three days                 
One step ahead of the competition
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